Developing your employees

Our world is changing

and so are the skills we need
The world we work in is constantly changing, becoming more
digital, and forcing us to ask our employees to use new ways
in which they can communicate, connect and collaborate with
colleagues and clients around the world.
Web conferencing technologies like Adobe Connect, WebEx,
GoTo and Skype for Business provide a vehicle for employees to
meet, present, sell or train virtually.
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MEET VIRTUALLY
PRESENT VIRTUALLY
SELL VIRTUALLY
TRAIN VIRTUALLY

Virtual events

enable your employees
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Developing virtual skills

across your entire organisation
Web conferencing technologies have the
potential to revolutionise the way people
connect, communicate and collaborate.
Developing your employees Virtual Gurus
competencies ensures that both your
organisation and your people are best placed to
reap the benefits of virtual events.

Wherever your employees sit within your
organisation - from individual contributor to
c-suite they can achieve so much more in terms
of efficiency and productivity by using web
conferencing technologies to meet, present or
train virtually.
Virtual Gurus can help your employees gain the
digital mindset, skills and knowledge needed to
excel virtually.

Advantages and benefits

of leveraging web conferencing

Reduces time spent
travelling

Ability to reach global
audiences

Reduces out of office time

Supports employees
working globally

Reduces travel budgets

Improves contact
among employees

Speeds up
response times

Reduces carbon footprint

Web conferencing technologies have the potential
to revolutionise the way your people connect,
communicate and collaborate.
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Having access to the technology

is just the start
It’s not just a case of having the
technology and inviting audiences
into this virtual world – it requires your
employees to master the technology,
know how to ‘show up’ in virtual events,
and how to run those virtual events to
achieve their intended purpose.

Without the right skills and mindset

virtual events can be so frustrating
Putting a tool in the hands of an inexperienced
user often ends with the tool being misused
or abused - that is often the case with web
conferencing technologies.
Virtual events often result in a conference call
with added visuals – lack of interaction resulting
in audiences getting distracted, opting to multitask, or becoming bored and frustrated.
To prevent that happening your people need to
develop new skills and mindset in three critical
areas:
BB Virtual Gurus Competencies
BB Platform Specific
BB Event Specific
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Train Virtual Gurus
Taking your virtual events to
the next level

Helping your people reach
their virtual potential

You have provided your employees with the
technology, whether that is Adobe Connect,
WebEx Meeting or Training Center, GoToMeeting
or GoToTraining or Skype for Business.

The missing piece is ensuring your people have
the necessary virtual mindset, knowledge and
skills to leverage virtual platforms.

What’s stopping your employees from hosting a
truly engaging virtual event?

Virtual Gurus can develop your teams to meet,
present, sell or train virtually more effectively.

developing your virtual capabilities
Train Virtual Gurus
We provide digital resources, virtual workshops,
coaching and assessment clinics that support
your employees to develop Virtual Gurus
competencies, so that they can successfully
leverage web conferencing technologies like
Adobe Connect, WebEx, GoTo and Skype
for Business.
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Developing Virtual Gurus competencies
A Virtual Guru is someone who can leverage the
full potential that web conferencing technologies
bring to a virtual event, be that a meeting,
presentation, webinar, or virtual training session.

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

PLATFORM FLUENCY

VIRTUAL PRESENCE

EVENT CHOREOGRAPHY

Possess the ability to
leverage the virtual platform
toolset purposefully

Possess the ability to project
themselves and ‘command’ the
virtual experience

Possess the ability to
choreograph the event for
maximum impact
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Platform Fluency
1 2 3
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In developing Platform Fluency, your employees will
develop the knowledge, skills and capabilities needed
to engage virtual audiences with the virtual toolset, and
deliver impactful virtual events. .

Web
Conferencing
Platform
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Moving beyond knowing how the virtual platform
operates and functions, the Virtual Guru can identify
how best to leverage various tools like chat, whiteboard,
polls and breakout rooms to create an engaging and
interactive event.
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A Virtual Guru has the ability to leverage the
virtual platform toolset purposefully

Platform Tools

Platform Functionality

Deliberate Choice

Platform Setup

Discover the toolset
available within the
provided virtual
platform(s), such as
chat, polls, whiteboards,
screen sharing,
application sharing, and
breakout rooms.

Operate the available
toolset within the
provided virtual
platform(s) efficiently and
seamlessly.

Identify when and how to
use specific tools within
the virtual platform(s).

Complete session
administration and event
setup, and distribute clear
joining instructions.

Event Preparation

Troubleshoot Technology

Session Setup

Identify what is an effective
setup and environment. Prepare
contingencies to mitigate both
technical and environmental
challenges.

Solve technical issues within the
virtual platform that may occur for
themselves and others.

Setup the live session, to include
room layout, sharing of materials,
room and participant privileges/
controls.
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Virtual Presence
1 2 3

A Virtual Guru has the ability to deliver an
engaging impactful virtual performance
How well we ‘turn up’ in the virtual event
depends on our level of virtual presence and
how we engage with our invisible audience.
The virtual environment alters the way in which
we can engage and interact with an invisible
audience. Being able to project the best version
of yourself and command the attention of virtual

attendees is what makes your employees a
Virtual Guru.
In developing their Virtual Presence,
Employees will develop the knowledge, skills
and expertise needed to captivate and engage
virtual audiences.

Virtual Awareness

Virtually Present

Vocally Present

Visually Present

Identify the key facilitation
differences when moving
a face-to-face event into
a virtual format.

Project confidence in
their ability to utilise the
toolset within the virtual
platform(s).

The way that they use
their voice in the virtual
event to interact and
engage effectively with
the virtual audience

Camera ready –
understanding the 4 key
elements of webcam use
DABL – Distance, Angle,
Background and Lighting.

Audience Engagement

Audience Interaction

Audience Empowerment

Manage audience engagement
through effective questioning and
instructions for virtual audiences to
respond.

Manage audience interaction
through purposeful use of the virtual
platform toolset.

Direct and support the audience in
achieving the event purpose.
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1 2 3

Event Choreography
A Virtual Guru has the ability to leverage the
virtual platform toolset purposefully

Ensuring that your virtual event has the right
structure, tools, and runs as you need it to, is key
to achieving a purposeful and engaging event.
A great virtual event needs planning and
preparation, often more so than a face to face
equivalent, with the technology to work with
activities that need to be thought through
and designed with the virtual toolset in mind,

presenters and hosts need to know who is doing
what and when.
In developing Event Choreography, your
employees will develop their capability to
choreograph the session and activities in their
virtual event to ensure they run smoothly, and
achieves the intended purpose.

Event Storyboarding

Content Design

Activity Design

Identify how best to achieve the
event’s intended purpose by
creating high level design for how
the virtual event(s) will be delivered.

Create content designed specifically
for use in the virtual event, taking
into account visual design of
slides, use of the various tools, and
materials required.

Create activities using the platform
toolset to support the audience
in working to achieve the desired
outcome of the virtual event.

Session Flow

Team Delivery

Session Test

Manage session activities and time
allocated, to achieve the desired
outcome of the virtual event.

Prepare the ‘delivery team’ to deliver
the intended session, activities and
discussions for the virtual event.

Conduct pilot sessions to determine
that the design can be delivered
within the time allocated for the
virtual event(s).
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Platform Specific Learning
It is not enough that your employees
know how a virtual tool works, they
need a far deeper understanding of
the toolset to really use it effectively.
Can they leverage the platform to
create engagement and interaction
with virtual audiences?
Are they able to overcome technical
challenges?
Our platform specific learning paths
will allow them to develop the skills
they need to take ownership of the
virtual experience.

Event Specific Learning
Web conferencing technologies have the potential to revolutionise the way people
connect, communicate and collaborate.
We train across all operational levels of the business to develop the knowledge
needed to design, produce and deliver engaging virtual events.
Learn how to meet, present, sell and train like a Virtual Guru.

MEET VIRTUALLY

PRESENT VIRTUALLY

Virtual meetings are
already the norm for most
organisation - they have
become an everyday
business reality. The speed
of business in the borderless
workplace has forced virtual
meetings upon us, but few of
us have adapted our skills to
truly master them.

Agility and fluency in
designing and delivering
presentations live and online
is now a core skill for the
borderless worker.

Engaging our invisible
attendees and preventing
multitasking is key.

The move from physical to
virtual presentations requires
us to rethink our presentation
techniques so that they
capitalise on what the virtual
medium has to offer.

SELL VIRTUALLY
As business evolves,
organisations need new
strategies for selling or
marketing to clients and
engaging those audiences
despite the virtual distances
between them.
Keeping virtual audiences
engaged necessitates
webinar hosts, presenters
and subject matter experts
being able to deliver highly
engaging and interactive
content that consistently
engages.

TRAIN VIRTUALLY
High touch, live, facilitated
virtual learning can now
be deployed quickly and
efficiently with real impact –
for all concerned.
Apply leading edge live
online learning solutions
within your organisation.
Virtual classrooms have the
potential to transform your
learning curriculum, our
courses support your people
to develop the internal
capability.
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Virtual Gurus
guided learning journeys
Virtual Gurus guided learning journeys support the learner to discover
virtual knowledge and know-how, develop virtual skills and mindsets,
and successfully deploy Virtual Guru competencies,
With a blended approach to learning we can tailor our learning and
content to support your leaners in developing virtual event capabilities.
Our guided learning journeys offer self paced, live virtual workshops
and assessment clinics all designed to develop your employees as
Virtual Gurus.

Virtual Gurus Campus

Virtual Workshops & Webinars

Assessment Clinics

Digital learning assets including job
aids, checklists, podcasts and videos
provide the learner with the knowledge
required to become a Virtual Guru.

Certification workshops and webinars
develop your employees Virtual Guru
mindset and skills.

Assessment clinics allow learners
to demonstrate their virtual
competency, identify skills gaps and
highlight areas to focus on.

Our virtual workshops and webinars
We offer various virtual workshops, certificate
programmes and webinars all designed to
support your employees to develop their Virtual
Gurus mindset and skills.

focus webinars
One hour short sharp high energy sessions with
direction on building the virtual mindset.

development modules
Two hour virtual workshops that provide a mix
of demonstrative content and group activities,
practice and discussions.
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hands on modules
Two hour virtual workshops where the focus is
on letting the learner step up and take control of
the virtual platform.

multiple session certificate
programmes
Multiple two hour development modules
sequenced to develop a particular virtual
skillset – facilitating, designing or producing
virtual events.

Virtual Gurus
campus

The Virtual Gurus Campus is our on demand
learning library where learners discover and
build the knowledge and awareness required to
be a Virtual Guru.
Learning paths containing short videos, job aids,
checklists, assessments, self paced activities,
community forums and discussions are grouped
in three areas:

Virtual Guru Competencies
Platform Fluency
Virtual Presence
Event Choreography

Platform Specific Learning
Adobe Connect
WebEx Meeting/Training/Event Center
GoToMeeting/Training/Webinar
Skype for Business

Event Specific Learning
Virtual Meetings
Virtual Presentations
Webinars
Virtual Training
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Assessment Clinics and Coaching
You want to make sure that your people are
ready to deliver impactful, engaging and
effective virtual events, so why not have them
demonstrate their Virtual Gurus skills before
going live?
We offer a range of assessment opportunities:
BB Self assessment job aids
BB Individual or group assessment clinics
BB Coaching and feedback
BB Review session flow and activities
BB Testing content in the virtual platform

Hire Virtual Gurus
Providing virtual expertise to
your organisation.
At Virtual Gurus we want to support you and your
organisation in approaching the implementation
of web conferencing technologies. This can
mean different things to different clients based
upon your internal expertise and resources.
From selecting the right web conferencing
platform for your needs, changing hearts and
minds in deploying new technologies or up
skilling your employees - our mission is to
support your organisation in taking advantage
of web conferencing technology and not being
hampered by it.
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Hire Virtual Gurus
providing virtual capabilities to your organisation
At Virtual Gurus we can support your
organisation in ensuring your virtual events run
smoothly and professionally.
You may need support in developing the right
virtual communication strategy, or providing an
implementation plan to maximise adoption and
effectiveness, our experienced team can provide
you with that level of expertise.
Our support packages range from virtual event
design, providing event facilitators who can steer
the event in the right direction, or virtual producers
who can take control of the technical aspects,
leaving you to deliver your event effortlessly.

Selecting the right
web conferencing tool
There are many different vendors that can supply
a virtual platform that can be used to deliver your
organisation’s virtual events..
Not all web conferencing platforms are the same
– the features may sound similar, but the user
experience may differ considerably!
Our expert consultants will work with your
stakeholders to understand what you need from a
virtual platform and can then advise which is best
suited to your audience based upon over 10 years
of using these technologies.

There are many web conferencing technologies, but they do not all work the same!
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Instructional design support
We provide Virtual Gurus that will support you
and your team in designing or re-purposing your
content for delivery in virtual events.
Content designed for traditional face-to-face
will almost certainly never work in virtual events
without considerable adjustment.

Every successful live online event starts with
good design.
This means ensuring session content has been
developed or adapted with the technology and
the virtual environment in mind.

Virtual facilitators
an expert set of hands to facilitate your events

At times all you need is a safe pair of hands, an
expert in managing virtual audiences, creating
dynamic and engaging virtual experiences –
why not let us take care of that for you?
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Our network of Virtual Gurus regularly support
clients in taking the lead in the delivery of
their virtual event – whether that is as virtual
facilitator, session host or moderator.

Virtual platform
experts to support
your virtual events
As more and more individuals and organisations
are using web conferencing platforms to deliver
virtual events, there is a growing demand for
virtual producers to help make them a success
The role of the virtual producer is not only to
support the technology, but also the needs of
the facilitator and virtual audience.
A virtual classroom producer allows the event
facilitator and attendees to concentrate on what
they are there for – the purpose of the event!
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Virtual Gurus
a growing network

Virtual Gurus has been designing and delivering learning for virtual events
for more than 8 years with a network of over 200 Virtual Gurus who are our
facilitators, instructional designers and producers covering 14 languages.
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Some of our

global clients
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Get in touch with us
UK +44 20 3289 8095 US +1 (347) 305 1095 Email: enquiry@virtualgurus.com
web: www.virtualgurus.com

